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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1970 Rear Spoiler Reinforcement Brackets - PR After years of grabbing your rear spoiler to close your trunk lid the
reinforcement brackets under the deck lid tend to wear out, letting
your rear spoiler loose. You need these brackets to rebuild your
spoiler or to add a spoiler to a vehicle that never had one.

BAICMN2115 63.82

1970-1971 Rear Spoiler Gaskets - PR Don't forget the small details when repainting your vehicle, like
these rear spoiler gaskets. What your Mopar turns out like is all in
the details.

BAICMM8288 20.14

1970-1971 Rear Spoiler Pedestal Replace your bent or cracked rear spoiler pedestals instead of
the entire spoiler itself and save money. These replacement
pedestals come die cast zinc as the originals did.  Sold
individually

BAICMM8289 80.62

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1970-1971 Rear Wing Adjustment Bolt Set - 4Pc Reproduction of the rear wind adjusment bolt set for various
1970-71 models. Manufactured to factory specifications, this
three piece retainer is the piece that the wing studs thread into,
and at same time secures the wing to the wing brackets.

BAICMD165509 72.22

1970-1974 Ducktail Spoiler Authentic restoration quality rear spoilers for various 1970-71
models. These black ABS plastic spoilers are manufactured to
original specifications. Feature correct 9 pound blade as original,
molded in proprietary blend ABS composite material, stanchions
are zinc die cast and powder coated flat black like original.
Spoilers are supplied in black primer finish, ready to paint.
Additionally all spoilers are fully mountable on all original
applications and completely interchangeable with all factory
components. Made in USA.NOTE: Although these spoilers were
originally only offered for the year specified, they will fit and
function for all 1970-74 models.

BAICMM1824 638.38

1970-1974 Go-Wing Spoiler Go-Wing rear spoilers for 1968-76 A, B and E-Body models.
Officially licensed by Mopar and is constructed of the highest
quality ABS composite. All spoilers include gaskets and mounting
hardware and are made in the USA.

BAICMM1822 799.66

1970-1974 Gull-Wing Spoiler Gull-Wing rear spoilers for 1970-74 A, B and E-Body models.
Officially licensed by Mopar and is constructed of the highest
quality ABS composite. All spoilers include gaskets and mounting
hardware and are made in the USA.

BAICMM1826 848.38
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Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Barracuda parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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